
E ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC

 Item Name Item Description Price Condition

1680

Arctic and Antarctic (also Tristan da Cunha) 

Postal History Price realisations in CMA 

Auctions 1973/1975 [Paperback] R.F. Putzel

A reference book and catalog which is comprehensive in nature of 

covers and postmarks of the Arctic and Antarctic regions
$20.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages and 

cover are clean and fresh

3109
Eisinsel "T-3" Post uber Gronland [Perfect 

Paperback] G. Muller

Well illustrated brochure detailing the postal history and cancels 

of various flights to Fletcher Island near the North Pole
$20.00

Pages and binding are firm. A few pages have 

some spotting. Clean edition

3129
The Polar Regions in Their Relation to Human 

Affairs [Hardcover] Gould, Laurence M.

Fourth of a series of lectures which was delivered by Laurence M. 

Gould during the IGY year
$5.00

Pages are clean. Binding and pages are firm, but 

show usage. Cover shows some edge wear and 

the spine is loose but attached. Cover shows age 

discoloration. See image for further descriptions

3151 Ice Cap News [Hardcover] Bernard V. Coyne Hardbound edition of the 1979 bi-monthly newsletters $45.00
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Private 

hardbound edition

3643
Die Post in der Antarktis [Perfect Paperback] 

Hans Egon Vesper

Written in German and describes stamps, covers and cancels used 

in the Antarctic territory.
$20.00

Pages clean. Cover with a small amount of 

discoloration. Book appears almost never used 

or very slightly used.

3833 Arctic Postmarks [Loose Leaf] Phil Cover
Canadian post Offices and their markings in use in the Yukon, NWT 

and Arctic Quebec between March and October 1977
$20.00 Pages clean without defect

4914
Die Stempel der Polargebiete [Loose Leaf] 

Gerhard Trogel
Catalog of cancels used in the Antarctic by various nations $35.00 Pages clean

8645
Antarctic Posts [Perfect Paperback] Dr. J.H. 

Harvey Pirie
Monograph of the stamps and posts of the Antarctic territories $15.00

Pages and cover are clean without defects. In 

general the pages are firm and tight with a few 

exceptions in the very beginning pages which are 

loose but attached.

4056 & 

4057

Deception Island Antarctioca [Spiral-bound] 

Stephen Pendleton
An historic and philatelic record $30.00 Never used
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